




Magic. Hypnosis. Motivation. Training.  
With a twist.
A master magician. A hilarious hypnotist.  A maverick motivator.  A tactful trainer.   

An energetic entertainer. At your next event, Sam Simon will be any of these – or all of them.

Sam harnesses the positive power of laughter to help some of the world’s most successful companies 
unleash their creative best. His variety of talents, from magic to motivation and hilarity to hypnosis, 
allow for flexible performances designed just for you. From the boardroom to the ballroom, Sam 
Simon offers a wide variety of programs targeted at the corporate, association and collegiate markets.

Sam engages audiences, both large and small, with a unique brand of humor. He inspires audiences 
by reinforcing your message, skillfully incorporated into a show, meeting, or breakout session.

Now in his fourth decade, Sam uses the experience of each event to continuously create new, custom-
tailored presentations. This, combined with an unending obsession for his clients’ success, is a big 
reason why years of outstanding encounters…are no illusion.

Sam Simon



MAGICIANOTIST*
*n. –  An extraordinary breed of entertainer that engages audiences through magic, hypnotism and humor.

W hen it comes to ensuring the “Wow!” factor at your event, Sam Simon has the magic formula that produces every 
time. His diverse skillset, endless energy, and hilarious humor provides limitless possibilities for designing a 
program that delivers the results you want – and your attendees will love. 

For an exceptional experience, Sam tactfully uses the power of hypnosis on a stage with volunteers to astonishing effect — 
amusing audience members with a humorous and profound demonstration of the power of suggestion.

Whether you choose magic, hypnosis, or a multi-day event featuring both, Sam designs a first-class program with customized 
content to fit your group. Perfect for corporate events, country clubs, associations, company incentive trips and more, let your 
audience experience the laughter-filled fun that’s made memories for viewers on six continents. 

MAGICIANOTIST*
 [muh - jish' - nuh - tist]



Do you believe in magic? Your audience sure will — especially when Sam gives 
them control of the show and convinces them that “There’s A Little Bit Of 
Magic In All Of Us!”

S am’s high-energy show engages audiences with total interactivity, 
dazzles them with unbelievable effects, and delights them with 
uproarious comedy. A master of illusion, Sam leaves crowds gazing in 

amazement and wondering with a child’s curiosity.

Let Sam add magic to a stage show, to an intimate client dinner with 
Captivating Close-Up Magic!, or have him host your awards celebration 
or multi-performer show. With Sam at the helm you have a true Master of 
Ceremonies whose commitment goes beyond the stage and travels behind 
the scenes to help plan a truly unforgettable occasion.

Whether it’s a crowd of two or two thousand, each audience member feels 
like part of the show and takes with them something priceless: the glow of 
magic deep in their hearts.

With a wave of a hand and a single word, Sam takes a stage full of people, and an amazed audience, along for a hilarious, multi-
sensory journey deep into the center of their imaginations.

I n Sleep!  The Power of Suggestion...The Magic of the Mind, Sam helps his volunteers achieve a state of deep relaxation 
to tactfully reveal sides of themselves they never knew existed. In this laughter-filled show, guests enhance their senses 
and often awaken unknown abilities — showing what’s possible when the mind’s creative potential is unlocked. While they 

may lose their inhibitions, Sam ensures that they’ll never lose their dignity. And they’ll wake from the experience with renewed 
invigoration, as if they’ve had a full night’s sleep.

For conference breakout sessions and groups, Sam teaches life-enhancing hypnosis techniques for stress management, deep 
relaxation, improved concentration and focus. After these sessions, participants often return to their roles refreshed and ready to 
use these tips in everyday life.

HYPNOSIS



MOTIVhaLARIAN*
*n. –  A keynote speaker that motivates audiences with custom programs that use a unique and memorable  
 blend of magic, comedy and messaging.

W ith his one-of-a-kind show, Motivation Through Magic! Sam Simon excites audiences by using the power of laughter in 
an unparalleled blend of motivation, messaging and magic.

Perfect for conferences, user group meetings and company gatherings of any size, Sam works with you to seamlessly incorporate 
your company messaging, mottos, and goals into his magic. He deftly sets the stage, preps your audience for important things to 
come —  or reinforces the most important parts of your previously delivered messages. During his illusions, the audience members 
focus on his hands while their ears are hearing your ideas, and their minds remembering and understanding.

A seasoned presenter, Sam creates continuity between speakers and can add amazing imagery that ties in with your executives’ 
presentations — and a lot of laughs! He can also lead your opening session, inspire small teams, provide a memorable ending, 
or deliver a custom mix of stage shows and breakout sessions. Whatever you choose, you’ll find watching your employees leave 
more motivated than ever…is pure magic.

MOTIVhaLARIAN*
 [mō' - tiv - ha - lair - ē - in]



*n. –  A facilitator who makes meetings and educational events  
 fun and entertaining.

The smallest spark of creativity can ignite a contagious passion for success 
within the walls of your workplace.

S am Simon helps large and small teams fuel their creative fire by 
leading  training sessions like no other. Sam magically transforms 
even the most mundane topics into a fun and engaging experience. 

Using humor, illusions and his signature style, Sam helps reinforce your 
message and makes it memorable. Employees will be sure to grasp the 
topic at hand — even though it feels like fun!

Sam knows that the team that laughs together works well together, and 
uses his comedic sensibilities to help foster teamwork and solidify lasting 
bonds. As one client gushes, “Sam joined our content workshops and even 
contributed to the breakthrough thinking we achieved!” 

ENTERTRAINER*
 [en' - ter - train - er]




